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Inflation WG activity so far
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Introduction



WP 8.11  or 5.7 ?  (Characterization of  SGWB)

Work Packages Connection

*
- non-Gaussianity
- anisotropy
- chirality

- signal reconstruction

*

WP 8.3 ?     (scalar non-Gaussianity and BH formation)*

sWP 8.3-8.9      (Primordial Black Holes)



Inflation WG activity so far

- “Figures of  merit” of  potentially interesting scenarios

- New formalism to probe non-G and chirality
V. Domcke’s Talk

[Bartolo N. et al ’18]

- Reconstruction of  SGWB with LISA
M. Pieroni’s Talk

[To appear]

[Bartolo N. et al ’16]



Observational windows of  inflation

LISA=>Possibility to test regions for which we have poor information

[J. Garcia-Bellido, M. Peloso, C. Unal ’16]
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Current constraints 
on GW energy density 

[Guzzetti, M.C. et al., (1605.01615)]



Potentially interesting scenarios

- Presence of  extra degrees of  freedom during inflation

- New patterns of  symmetry during inflation

- Merging of  Primordial BHs after inflation

Inflationary GWs generated by the amplification of  the vacuum fluctuations
 have an amplitude OUT of LIGO and LISA range

- . . .

J. Garcia-Bellido’s talk

L. Sorbo’s talk
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[Bartolo N. et al ’16]



LISA complementary to CMB

non-Gaussianity, mu-distorsion (+LIGO)

LISA sensitivities

complementarity between CMB and direct GW observations

[Bartolo N. et al ’16]



Extra (spectator) scalar field during inflation
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c_s -> speed of  sound 

s -> variation of  speed of  sound 

[Bartolo N. et al ’16]



c_T -> tensor sound speed 

Effective theory for (massive) tensor
 during inflation

[Bartolo N. et al ’16]



c_T -> tensor sound speed 

Effective theory for (massive) tensor
 during inflation

[Bartolo N. et al ’16]



What about measuring non-Gaussianity and 
PARITY VIOLATION  with LISA?

 LISA WG workshop @ Mainz

What about reconstructing the SGWB  with LISA?



Status of  TENSOR non-Gaussianity 

CMB “constraints” only about EQUILATERAL CONFIGURATION

[Shiraishi et al ‘15]

B-mode polarization data STILL MISSING

Limits on mixed (scalar-tensor) correlator  hB T T i

gtss = �48± 28 [from WMAP data]

[Shiraishi et al ‘17]
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V. Domcke’s talk...
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V. Domcke’s talk...

M. Pieroni’s talk...



Possible future WG projects

- Apply bispectrum techniques to specific models  

- Extend GW bispectrum techniques to other GW 
experiments

- “Figures of  merit” for interesting primordial 
scenarios (Non-abelian model, pre-big bang models, String gas cosmology, etc)



- Anisotropies from Early Universe cosmology

- Probe extra-polarization states with 3 arm config.

...
- Take into account the motion of  LISA
and other real effects



...

- Improvements of  GWBinner code

- Connection to LDC

- ...

Who is interested please contact
Dani Figueroa and/or Angelo Ricciardone

and join to the WG discussion in the afternoon



Thank you!




